WORLD’S 10 WACKIEST HOTELS
Remember the time you checked in to your hotel and saw your bed was actually inside a 19th century horseand-carriage? Right, well we do, it was in country-side Switzerland and appeared the hotel
considered it to be equivalent to the Honeymoon Suite. All bookable via Axis Travel Centre-Adelaide.

V8 Hotel, Motorworld Region Stuttgart, Boeblingen

Enjoy a fast and furious experience at the
V8 hotel. Car aficionados can spend a night at the carwash or perhaps a short stop at the
petrol pump before they set off on their journey to the land of nod.

Hotel Seven, Paris France

A boutique hotel with seven unusual
and distinct suites. Expect to be charmed with their elegance and attention to detail and
literally float off to sleep on their levitated bed.

Conrad Maldives Rangali Island, Rangali Island Maldives

Fancy a taste of paradise? Dine under
the sea, sunbathe on the powder white sand, snorkel in the sea and enjoy the beautiful
coral reef. Conrad is a hotel that clearly oozes luxury and style.

Attrap ‘Rives (Bubble Hotel), France

The family hotel, in the Allauch commune, gives adventurous travellers the chance to
spend a night under the stars without resorting to tents.

Propeller Hotel City Lodge, Berlin

The furnishings hang from the
ceiling and you sleep and sit in comfortable boxes beneath the floorboards. The only fourbed room in the lodge and one of the most unique rooms around!

Ecocamp Patagonia, Torres Del Paine Chile

Stay at the award-winning
sustainable lodge in the heart of a National Park. Experience the purity of the natural world
and feel like you’re lying directly under the stars when you look through the round glass
windows in the ceiling.

ICEHOTEL, Jukkasjarvi Sweden

Spend a night in this
spectacular hotel that’s completely made of ice. Whether you’re having a drink at the Ice
Bar or chilling out in your room, this really will be an experience of a lifetime.

Juma Lodge, Careriro Brazil
For an incredible experience, stay in a traditional bungalow that’s supported on stilts in the
heart of the Amazon Rainforest and enjoy spectacular views of the jungle, lake and wildlife.

Hotel Costa Verde, Manuel Antonio Costa Rica

Costa Rica’s very own jungle oasis where you can even stay in an aeroplane! Experience a
bird’s eye view of the majestic landscapes, adrenaline-packed activities or a lazy day on the
beach.

Featherbed Railroad Company, Nice USA

From Casablanca to the Wild Wild
West, experience a night in a hotel that’s actually a train. It’s definitely an unusual
experience and one that’s certainly worth mentioning at dinner parties.

